
Matronics LED emitter for Torpedo lamp
Compact LED emitters that fits directly into our torpedo lamps. Available in dual-

color and single-color in multiple light colors.



Set with 2 compact LED emitter that fits directly in to our torpedo lamps,

which you will be able to find down below under related products. If you

have any torpedo lamps already the emitters fit into Roadboy CLC-7321. 

All versions are sold as set with 2 emitters.

Our emitters are available as Single color in multiple colors, all with 6 bright

LEDs. With these you get a lot of new possibilities compared to the original

Gylle emitters. Furthermore, they are available as dual-color where you have

the opportunity to switch between colors, for example, white and amber.

Last but not least they are also available as dual-color + flash and greeting

function, where you, other than dual-color, have flash-/strobe-light and a

greeting function when meeting your colleagues on the road.

All emitters are potted, which makes them 100% waterproof. 

Mounting
The emitters are made so you easily place them and screw them into the

existing holes. The wires just have to be fed through the wire-hole in the

torpedo lamp.

Single color
Single-color lamps have a red wire for plus, and black wire for minus.

Dual color
The dual color model changes color when you swap plus and minus. This

can be done with a two-pole switch, or by using a polarity-flipper controller.

Minus - Black wire ledning

White positionslight - Plus to white wire.

Yellow positionslight - Plus to yellow wire.

Dual color + flash and greeting
Standard strobecolor is yellow, but it can be customized to eg. blue or white

for special purpose vehicles. The greeting function is a small extra detail for

greeting colleagues on the road.

There is 7 meter cable on the emitter with M8 connectors, that can be

connected to the included controller. The controller manages the two colors,

and automatically turn them off when you enable the strobe light. The

controller itself has 5 meter wire. The cable has 4 wires:

Minus - Gray cable

Plus for white position light - White cable

Plus for yellow position light - Blue cable

Plus for strobe light - Brown cable

Plus for greeting - Black cable

 
Minus - Sort ledning

Hvidt positionslys - Plus til hvid ledning

Gult positionslys - Plus til gul ledning

Buy online at www.matronics.eu/24607503-CW

https://www.matronics.eu//products/datasheet/24607503-CW


Product overview

24V, Dual Color Amber/White
SKU 24607503-AMCW

24V, Dual Color Amber/White + Strobe and
greeting

SKU 24607502-AM

24V, Xenon white
SKU 24607503-CW

24V, Yellow
SKU 24607503-AM

24V, Warm white
SKU 24607503-WW

24V, Golden yellow
SKU 24607503-GY

24V, Red
SKU 24607503-RD



Product pictures
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